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Welcome to eyebraingym  
worksheets 
With these worksheets, we want to give parents who want to help their child 
read better a few exercises to help their child/ren at home. This 'quick-view 
booklet is the first exercises in various areas, for instance, visual, phonetic, 
phonics, alphabet, language, comprehension strategies, and study for Grade 
R to 12. These worksheets are part of the Eyebraingym system. There is a 
significant learning loss and exacerbated gaps in learning that happened 
during the Covid-pandemic. We made some of our worksheets available for 
free. You can find more worksheets on request. 

Complete the personal information questions on our website, and we will 
send you a link where you can download more free worksheets. You can also 
contact us by sending an email to info@lectorsa.com . 

LectorSA is a social impact company researching reading, reading 
intervention, reading development, reading aids and visual intelligence. Our 
programs are used with great success in reading centres, schools, universities 
in South Africa and internationally. 

Use these worksheets with love, and please take the following to heart: 

1. Start where your child is. Make sure it is easy and that he enjoys the 
exercises, then he will want to learn even more. If you are unsure where your 
child's skills development is now - go online and do the FREE placement 
module on Eyebraingym. You can log in here: 
https://webapp.eyebraingym.com/sign-up  

2. Keep reading exciting; remember reading is the key to unlimited 
knowledge; make it fun; reading should never be a punishment! 

4. Reading must progress from the place where we learn to read; until we 
read to learn. Your reading skill thus becomes your learning skill. 

5. You now have the opportunity in your hands to change your child's future; 
use it with wisdom and love. 

Reading greetings 

the eyebraingym team 
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Visual skills 
Perceptual accuracy 
Concentrate on the dot above each line and try to see all the 
letters at once. Count and record the number of times you can 
see the "g3s". 
 

. 

t1a g3s e4v d2d s3m m7c 
. 

h5s  j0n  g3s  a4f  p1j  l9f 
. 

b3s  f2j  k8a g3s b6c q1x 
. 

v3b m4d o5r h6z g3m s3g 
. 

f5n  g8s u8b m0d s2g p1n 
. 

m8x  j2n  i9t  b8s w6e d4t 
. 

g6s b7r y3k f4k m4b p2s 
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VISUAL EFFICIENCY  
Decode the words by using the secret code given. 
 


a      b     c     d     e    f       g      h      i     j       k      l      m    n    
o    p     q     r     s    t   

u      v    w    x      y     z 
 
 




     _______________________ 

 



     _______________________ 

 



     _______________________ 

 



     _______________________ 

 

 

     _______________________ 
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Visual memory  
Study the letters and numbers below for 30 seconds. Turn 
the page and mark the letters you memorised. The 
exercise must be done within 20 seconds. 

 

 

A3     K4    M9   D1 
 

  

 

 

 

K4    K3    A2    B6 

T 4   A3     P5    Z7 

Y8   K2     S5    K9 

Z2    Y5     X2    D1 

V4    T8     D4    M9 
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Language skills 
Interesting language facts 

1. The English alphabet consists of 26 letters. 
2. Each letter has a capital letter and lowercase letter 
3. The English alphabet is based on the Latin script, the 

basic set of letters common to various alphabets 
originating from the Latin alphabet. 

4. The English word 'alphabet' comes from the first two 
letters in the Greek alphabet 'Alpha' and 'Beta.' 

5. There are five vowels in the English alphabet: 

6. The remaining 21 letters are consonants: 

7. The two letters' a' and 'I' also constitutes words. 
8. Until recently (1835), the 27th letter of the alphabet, 

right after z, was the ampersand. 
9. In British English, we say Zed, and in American English, 

we say Zee. 
10. Letters don't always represent the same sounds 

in the English language. 
 
 

a e i o u 

b c d f g h j k l m 
n p q r s t v w x y z 
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11. There are 44 sounds in the English 
a. 24 consonant sounds 
b. 20 vowel sounds 

Vowels: 
A sound we make when breath flows out through the 
mouth freely, without being blocked. 

The letters a,e, i,o,u are called vowels because they are 
such sounds, but there are 20 vowels in English, divided 
into three types: 

 

Pure vowels (12 sounds) 

Short vowels (7 sounds) 

 

 

‘i’ in bit, busy, started 

‘e’ in bed, said, dead 

‘a’ in cat, mat, apple 

‘u’ in cup, up, money 

‘oo’ in good, put, should 

‘o’ in got, what, 
because 

‘e’ in the, about 
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and Long vowels (5 sounds) 

 

Diphthongs (8 sounds) 

‘a’ in bath, car, safari 

‘o’ in door, saw, walk 

‘i’ in bird, work, hurt 

‘ee’ in sheep, eagle, field 

‘oo’ in moon, grew, through 

‘ea’ in year, beer 

‘ai’ in chair, there 

‘o’ in joke, vote 

‘ey’ in they, bathe 

‘y’ in my, dice 

‘oy’ in joy, noise 

‘ou’ in out, vow 

‘oo’ in poor, moor 
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Consonant 

When saying a consonant, your breath is somehow 
blocked on its way out of the mouth. The letters b, c, d, f, 
g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, and z are consonants in 
English. 

 There are 24 consonants in the spoken language. 
They are divided into two groups: 
o Voiced sounds 
o Voiceless sounds 

Voiced sounds (15) 

‘b’ in ball, hobby, herb 

‘d’ in dog, added, played 

‘j’ in jam, fudge, danger 

‘g’ in green, hug, league 

‘v’ in video, move, of 

‘th’ in this, mother, with 

‘s’ in has, cosy, zebra 

‘s’ in visual, leisure, television 

‘m’ in man, lamb, tummy 

‘n’ in no, funny, knife 

‘ng’ in sing, uncle, angry 
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Voiceless sounds (9) 

 

NOTE: Every voiceless sound has a similar voiced sound 

 

‘y’ in yes, onion, view 

‘l’ in light, feel, smelly 

‘r’ in right, berry, wrong 

‘w’ in win, one, where 

 

‘p’ in pen, jump, hopping 

‘t’ in table, little, watches 

‘ch’ in itch, chips, picture 

‘k’ in key, car, luck 

‘f’ in fire, laugh, phone 

‘th’ in thick, teeth, healthy 

‘s’ in see, city, notice 

‘sh’ in shop, nation, special 

‘h’ in house, hungry, who 
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Exercise 1 
Complete the following sentence by supplying one word 
for a phrase 

1. A person climbing a mountain is called a 
___________________________ 

2. The opposite of horizontal is 
______________________________________ 

3. A steep face of rock is called a 
_____________________________________ 

4. The dead body of a human being is called a 
__________________________ 

5. A narrow horizontal shelf-like surface projection on the 
side of a rock or mountain is a 
__________________________________________________ 

6. A type of aircraft obtaining lift and propulsion from 
horizontally revolving overhead blades 
________________________________________________ 

7. A mass of land ice formed by the accumulation of 
snow on high ground 
______________________________________________________
________ 

8. A journey or voyage for a particular purpose, especially 
exploration 
______________________________________________________
_______ 

 

 

Rewrite the following into direct speech: 
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1. Ashley said that he had met Paul five years before 
while they had been members of   

Operation Raleigh. They had set out early on August 15, 
1987, to climb Mount Binaija. They had planned to reach 
the top by the following afternoon so that Paul could 
photograph the island. 

 

 

 

 

 

Use a dictionary and write down the meaning of the 
following words: 

1. chronometer
 ___________________________________________________ 

2. mutiny 
 ___________________________________________________ 

3. davits 
 ___________________________________________________ 

4. cutlass 
 ___________________________________________________ 

5. starboard 
 ___________________________________________________ 

6. sextant 
 ___________________________________________________ 

7. derided 
 ___________________________________________________ 
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Comprehension strategies 
Make inferences and draw conclusions 
 

Drawing conclusions refers to 
information that is implied or 
inferred. This means that the 
information is never clearly stated.  

Writers often tell you more than 
they say directly. They give you 
hints or clues that help you "read 
between the lines." Using these 
clues to provide you with a deeper 
understanding of your reading is 
called inferring. When you infer, 
you go beyond the surface details 
to see other meanings that the 
details suggest or imply (not 
stated). When the meanings of 
words are not stated clearly in the 
text's context, they may be implied 
- that is, suggested or hinted at. 
When meanings are implied, you 
may infer them. 

Inference is just a big word that 
means a conclusion or judgement. 
If you infer that something has 
happened, you do not see, hear, 
feel, smell, or taste the actual 
event. But from what you know, it 
makes sense to think that it has 
happened. You make inferences 
every day. Most of the time, you do 
so without thinking about it. 
Suppose you are sitting in your car 
waiting at a red signal light. You 
hear screeching tires, then a loud 
crash and breaking glass. You see 
nothing, but you infer that there 
has been a car accident. We all 
know the sounds of screeching tires 

and a crash. We know that these 
sounds almost always mean a car 
accident. But there could be some 
other reason, and therefore 
another explanation, for the 
sounds. Perhaps it was not an 
accident involving two moving 
vehicles. Maybe an angry driver 
rammed a parked car. Or maybe 
someone played the sound of a 
car crash from a recording. Making 
inferences means choosing the 
most likely explanation from the 
facts at hand. 

In drawing conclusions (making 
inferences), you are really getting 
at the ultimate meaning of things - 
what is important, why it is 
important, how one event 
influences another, how one 
happening leads to another. Simply 
getting the facts in reading is not 
enough - you must think about 
what those facts mean to you.  
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You can infer and draw conclusions in text, but also from 
photographs! Look at the photographs and complete the 
questions. 

 

1. What is going on in this picture? 

____________________________________ 

 

2. What do you think happened right before the picture was 
taken? 

 

____________________________________ 

 

3. What do you think is going to happen next? 

____________________________________ 
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Read the following passage. Look at the questions below. 
There can be more than one answer! 

Manners 

All over the world, mothers and fathers 
teach their children manners. In many parts 
of the world, children are taught different 
manners to ours. Those children do not have 
manners as you have. Theirs are different, 
and there are all kinds of manners. Many 
years ago, children who had good manners 
were seen and not heard. They kept quiet 
when grownups were talking. Today well-
mannered children have more freedom. 
Sometimes, what you may consider good 
manners may not be regarded as good 
manners in other countries or cultures. 

 The author seems to imply that... 

a. Manners have changed 

b. Manners should stay the same 

c. Manners is a personal choice 

d. Manners has to do with culture 

 

 According to the passage, we can infer that... 

 

 Is there any further information that you know about manners 
that the author could have used to further describe his ideas 
about manners? 
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Check your understanding 
Readers sometimes get stuck when they read, not understanding 
a word or losing the train of thought.  The difference between a 
good and a poor reader is that the good reader realises when 
comprehension has broken down and knows what strategy to use 
to fix it.  Many students do not realise that they do not understand 
what they read, so teachers must help them become so engaged 
in the text that they recognise and immediately know how to 
correct themselves when they veer off course. 

Here is a list of actions that can help you to fix up comprehension 
that breaks down: 

 Reread – It is OK to reread text that you've already read.  Maybe 
you misread a word or left out a word that holds the meaning 
to the text. 

 Read ahead – You might want to continue reading for a couple 
of sentences if you are confused.  If the confusion does not 
clear after a couple of sentences, go back and try another 
strategy. 

 Figure out the unknown words – You may use context clues, identify 
roots and affixes, or use a dictionary to determine the 
meaning.  Do not just skip the word altogether. Look it up in a 
dictionary or online. 

 Look at sentence structure – Sometimes, an author's style of writing 
may contain an awkward sentence structure.  Try moving the 
words around in your head until they make better sense. 

 Make a mental image – Take time to make a movie in your head.  
As you read the descriptions of characters or settings, paint a 
picture.  This strategy will help you visualise and comprehend 
better. 

 Ask questions – If you ask questions as you read, you will be more 
actively engaged with the text.   

  Make predictions – As you read, think about what might happen 
next.  You will be making inferences and drawing conclusions 
about the characters and plot. 
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  Stop to think – Every so often as you read, you should stop and 
think about what you have read.  If you don't remember 
anything you have read, why continue?  Pause and summarise 
in your head. 

 Make connections to what you already know – As you read, you 
should be thinking about how the information fits with what 
you know about yourself, what you've read in other texts, and 
how things operate in the real world.  This will help you 
remember what you read. 

 Look at the pictures, illustrations, charts, and graphs – These are used 
by the author to help you understand what you are reading.  
Pictures and illustrations help you visualise what you are 
reading.  Charts and graphs are used to present the 
information more visually.  By closely examining these, you can 
deepen your level of understanding. 

 Read the author's note – Sometimes, the author will present 
background information as an author's note.  By reading this 
section, you will be preparing your brain to take in new 
information and connect it to what you have already learned. 

 Ask for help – When you do not understand what you are 
reading and do not know which fix-up strategy to use, ask 
someone.  You might ask a friend, or you might need help 
from a teacher or parent. You should not continue to read if 
you cannot summarise what you have read so far.  If you do, 
you just waste time "saying words," and you won't learn or 
understand anything from the text.  

What will you do when you get stuck when you read? 
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Study skills and strategies 
Goals 
Setting goals is crucial. Goals work as a road map; they guide us towards our 
destination.  

 

When travelling on the road, there are signs to help us make sure we're still on 
track; they tell us how far we've come and how long the journey is still going 
to be. We should have signs like these on our goal map! 

 

Assignment: Take a blank paper and follow the directions. (Below is an 
example) Draw paths as in the example. 

1. What is your "Destination"?  

Get a clear picture of where you want to go. 

Write it at the end of your path. 

2.  What are the Sign Boards that will direct you to your DESTINATION on 
your journey? 

Write the steps that you will need to take to get to your destination as signs. 

3. Beware of the crossroads. Do not take a turn off that will take you to a 
dead-end or roads that get you lost! List the "turn off roads" you might 
encounter; Note: If you take a wrong turn off – don't be discouraged! 
GET BACK ON TRACK! 

4. You might encounter some "roadblocks" along the way. These are 
challenges that have the possibility of putting a stop to your journey. 
List the possible roadblocks you might encounter. Next to each 
ROADBLOCK, write down the detour you will take to get back on track. 

5. You don't want to be on this journey forever! You want to reach your 
destination in time to enjoy it! Set a time limit for you to reach each 
sign. 
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Draw your personal map to success and put it up somewhere close to your 
study area. Use it as a motivational aid.  
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Successful studies are not limited to what 
you do at home but require more: 
 

In the classroom 

 Be prepared for the lesson. 

 Make sure you can see and hear well. 

 Listen attentively and make sure you understand. 

 Ask if something is unclear to you. 

 Make notes of what is said in class; it will help you concentrate and 
gives you an idea of the most important work. 

 

During self-study 

 Make sure you have a quiet place to work. 

 Keep your study material and other requirements at hand. 

 Work effectively according to your time table. 

 Start working straight away, do NOT daydream. 

 Complete the work you have allocated to a certain session. 

 

Suggested study method 

 Firstly, get an overall idea of the work by scanning and focusing on 
headings and sub-headings. You should have an overall impression of 
what the work is about.  

 Test your knowledge of the work by asking questions starting with who, 
what, when, where, how and why. 

 Read carefully through the appointed work to identify keywords and 
catchphrases. 

 Use an appropriate summarising method to capture headlines, 
subtitles, keywords, phrases and remember to explain how they fit 
together. 

 Memorise the summary by repeating it aloud, then rewriting it again. 
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 Finally, test yourself by answering questions about the work, either orally 
or in writing.  

 If you are not completely satisfied that you know the answers, repeat 
the summary's explanation until you clearly understand and see the 
work in context. 

Tips to help you 

 Repetition, repetition – the more you repeat the work you have to 
study, the better and longer you will retain it. 

 Spread the repetitions out over the time you have available. 

 Before a test or exam, spend some time working out a few model 
answers.  Ask the teacher or any place to get exam-type questions if 
you are unsure what to expect. 

 The more/harder you study, the more important are physical exercise 
and relaxation. 

 Do not ever so often interrupt your studies. 

 Develop a special interest in your work. 

 Don't let your personal feelings regarding a teacher influence your 
work. Remember, you are working for yourself to reach the potential 
given to you by your Creator. 

 Perseverance, self-discipline, conscientiousness and the will to be a 
success are imperative. 

Remember that every person is unique. Therefore, you must adapt your 
summarising and study methods to achieve success. 
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Metacognition 
Exercise 1 
Metacognition 

Exercise 1 

What is Meta-cognition? 

meta = ‘about’ and cognition = thinking 

It is purposefully thinking about the strategies 
you use when you think and learn. You use 
this to understand your own cognitive 
performance. 

What do we need to improve meta-
cognition? 

We need an accurate mind-set 

If you believe you can, you can work towards 
your goal. You have to understand that you 
choose to stay where you are or change 
your future by changing today. 

Nothing has to stay the same... you can grow in every area of your life to 
become better, stronger, reach higher. 

Know how to set goals 

You have to be able to set achievable goals – but still challenge yourself. 
Knows how to monitor your achievements towards reaching your goals. 
Celebrate your wins, and learn from your losses. 

Have the grit to evaluate 

If you know how to learn from your losses, you will learn how to do it better 
next time. Have the grit to really find out what you could have done better. 
This allows you to be prepared for the next time you can seize an opportunity. 
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Have you gone hiking before? 

Hiking! 

What do you think this story is about? 

mountaineers 

rampaging 

boulders 

clambering 

wilderness 
exulting 

rugged 

submerged 

frantic 

Can you make a sentence with each word? 
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Memory has a few things similar to a Google search algorithm. To 
remember better, try to – connect what you learn to what you 
already know. The more associations you make to memory – like 
linking it to a visual image, a place or a larger story – the more 
mental cues you have to find and retrieve it.  Try this the next time 
you have to earn something new. 

 

What do I know about 
hiking? 

What do I want to know 
about hiking? 

Try to find answers to 
what you want to 
know… 
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We hope you enjoyed these worksheets! 

 

This 'quick view' booklet is the first exercises in 
several areas: 

 visual, 
 comprehension, 
 study 
 'Think about learning', 
 language etc ... 

of our available online worksheets. 

 

Fill in the personal information questions on our 
website, and we will send you a link where you can 
download free worksheets. 

You can also contact us by sending an email to 
info@lectorsa.com. 

 

 
 

 

 

 


